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ABSTRACT. The reason for having a Plant Selec.
tors’  Rights  scheme and some a t tendant  d isadvan-
tages  are  discussed.  The development  of  Rights  both
internationally and in New Zealand is outlined. Of
the  136 appl ica t ions  for  New Zealand Rights  received
to  date  only  one has  been for  a  herbage  cul t ivar .  The
advent  of  Rights  has  not  a lways  been welcomed by
farmers.  I t  is  argued that  a  Recommended List  would
complement the Rights scheme. Reference is made to
future  expansion of  Rights  in  New Zealand.
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WHAT ARE PLANT SELECTORS RIGHTS?

A grant of Plant Selectors’ Rights provides
similar protection to the  breeder of a new
plant variety that a copyright provides to the
author of a new book or play or a patent pro-
vides to an inventor. A grant of Plant Selec-
tors’ Rights gives the breeder the exclusive
right to sell the seed or reproductive material
of the new variety, br he may license others to
do this. The breeder or his licensee may also
collect a royalty payment on the sale of the
seeds or reproductive material.

The term Plant Selectors’ Rights as offici-
ally used in New Zealand is synonymous with
the terms Plant Breeders’ Rights or Plant
Variety Rights used elsewhere. Another rather
confusing point in the world of Plant Selec-
tors’ Rights is that the word “variety” has been
retained in preference to the word “cultivar”,
but both are used synonymously.

The release of a new plant cultivar often is
the end of a long and costly breeding pro-
gramme.  A grant of Rights helps a breeder to

recoup his costs and hopefully to make a profit.
A Plant Selectors’ Rights scheme, in providing
this incentive to breeders, encourages invest-
ment in plant breeding activities. This ulti-
mately benefits growers and the economy be-
cause of the increased availability of improved
cultivars.

What of the disadvantages of Rights? An
obvious disadvantage is, of coyrse,  the direct
cost of administering a scheme. Another is that
it may require extra QFort  on  the  p a r t  of
breeders to breed uniqueness into their culti-
vars just to make them eligible for Rights.

DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT BREEDERS’ RIGHTS
INTERNATIONALLY

In the U.S.A., asexually reproduced plants
(i.e., plants like roses and some fruit trees,
that are reproduced by grafting or budding)
have been protected by Plant Patents issued by
the U.S. Patent Office since 1930.

Germany has had a system of plant royalties
since the 1940s and other European countries
independently developed plant protection
schemes. In 1961 a number of European
countries interested in establishing an inter-
national system of Plant Breeders’ Rights
formed the grouping known as UPOV (the
International Union for the Protection of New
Varieties of Plants). The UPOV countries
developed a system of granting Plant Breeders’
Rights after cultivars had been evaluated in
official state-run growing trials.

In 1970, the Plant Variety Protection Office
was set up in the U.S.A. to administer the
granting of rights to sexually-propagated plant
varieties. The U.S. system is different from that
in UPOV countries in that the Plant Variety
Protection Office does not carry out growing
trials but instead  issues grants following a
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“paper examination” of descriptive and other
data supplied by the breeder.

Most countries have hoped for a truly in-
ternational Plant Breeders’ Rights scheme but
the differences in operation between the U.S.
and UPOV systems seemed to be a barrier.
However, in October 1978 a diplomatic con-
ference in Geneva re-wrote the UPOV con-
vention. This, together with some minor altera-
tions in the running of the US. scheme, has
closed the gap between the two systems and
the U.S.A. is now moving to join UPOV.

DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT SELECTORS’
RIGHTS IN NEW ZEALAND

Although there had been interest in New
Zealand in Plant Breeders’ Rights since the
195Os,  it was not until 1973 that the Plant
Varieties Act was passed. When the Plant
Varieties Regulations were introduced in 1975,
the Plant Selectors’ Rights scheme came into
operation. Initially only roses (Rosa spp.)  were
eli,gible  for protection but subsequently ad-
ditional genera or species have been included
as shown below:

Barley (Mordeum spp.)  October 1975
P e r e n n i a l  ryegrass  (herbage t y p e )  (Lolium

perenne  L.) May 1976
Annual ryegrass  (L. mulfiflorum Lam.) Janu-

ary 1977
Potatoes (Soh7um  tuberosurn spp. fuberosum)

June 1977
Peas (Pisum  xtivun7  L.) June 1977.
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Lucerne (Medicago sativa  L.) June 1977
Lotus (Lofus  pedutzculafus  Cav.) September

1977

The New Zealand scheme was developed
along UPOV lines with growing trials con-
ducted by the Plant Varieties Office providing
the information needed for a decision on
granting or declining rights. This system, al-
though very thorough, is expensive to run and
the economy of the U.S. system has always
appeared attractive.

New Zealand has seen advantages in joining
UPOV - joining would strengthen what are
already strong trading links with many of the
UPOV member countries, it would allow recip-
rocal rights agreements, exchange of informa-
tion, assistance with techniques - but New
Zealand also hoped for the economy of the
U.S. system.

It now appears that we may be able to get
the best of both systems.

In June 1979, Cabinet gave approval for
New Zealand to apply for UPOV membership
and, as it appeared fairly certain that the
U.S.A. was also to join UPOV, we in the Plant
Varieties Office felt confident that we could
change from a system of Plant Variety Office
testing to a system of breeder testing - with-
out jeopardizing our chances of being accepted
for UPOV membership. This change took
effect from August 1 1979.

There has been prolonged pressure for the
New Zealand scheme to be expanded to in-

TABLE 1: N.Z. PLANT VARIETIES OFFICE -TOTAL APPLICATIONS AND GRANTS OF
RIGHTS (OCTOBER 1 1979)

__-
A pplicufions llccisions Grur7fs  o f  Righls

Ior Rights PEfldirlg I ssued

N O . N O . N o . N o .
?!de Rejcctetl Issued Currently

or With- Valid
tlrawi7

Roses 94 1 2 49 33 32
%rley 15 2 1 12 1 1
Pewnt-lial ryegrass I - I - -
Annual ryegrass - - - - -
POt2ltOeS 4 2 - 2 1
7i::lS 2 0 I 1 3 6 6
l~llcerne 2 - 2 - -
I.otus - - - - -
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elude many more species. Plant  Varieties Office
staffing has been minimal and prior to August
1979 it was just not possible because of these
restraints for the Plant Varieties Office to con-
template further growth. However, the change
in August to breeder testing meant that the
single Plant Varieties Office technician was
able to shed some of his workload and it was
possible to extent Rights protection to wheat
(Trificum  spp.),  oats (Avena safiva  L.) , tur-
nips (Lirassica  rap  L.) , and swedes (R. napus
L.).

Table I, prepared from N.Z. Plant Varieties
Office records, summarizes for each of the
genera or species protected by N.Z. Plant Selec-
tors’ Rights, the number of applications and
grants of Rights that have been made. It can
be seen that there has been considerable ac-
tivity with roses, barley and peas, and some
interest with potatoes and lucerne. For rye-
grasses and lotus the figures would suggest that
the impact of Plant Selectors’ Rights on New
Zealand herbage  breeding has been minimal.
However, it is too early to draw conclusions.
That there are as yet no herbage varieties pro-
tected by Plant Selectors’ Rights is no doubt
a reflection of the fact that the debut of a new
cultivar is a comparatively rare event.

In overseas Plant Breeders’ Rights schemes,
herbage breeders take full advantage of Rights
protection.

T A B L E  2 :  U . K .  PIAANT V A R I E T Y  R!GHTS
OFFICE - TOTAL APPLICATIONS FOR.  AND

GRANTS OF RIGHTS IN 1978

AppIicafions Grunts of
/or Rights Rights

Herbage 97 9
Ornamental. fruit 78 4 8
Crops 162 9 9
Tota l 337 156

No/c: Because  of the time involved in rraching  a
decision on Rights. the grants of Rights in the
second column would tend to relate to appli-
cations made in period earlier than 1978.

Table 2 illustrates the interest of herbage
breeders in obtaining U.K. rights. There are,
of course, many more herbage  breeders in the
U.K. than in New Zealand. It is interesting

that four N.Z. herbage  cu l t i vars  have ‘U.K.
r ights.

PLANT SELECTORS’ R I G H T S  A N D  T H E
FARMER

One thing that herbage  seed breeders should
be aware of when they produce a seed crop
of a protected cultivar is that they will be
unable legally to sell seed to another farmer,
unless they come to some arrangement with
the breeder or his agent.

A point not always clearly understood is
that, once Plant Selectors’ Rights have been
issued for a new cultivar, it is the responsi-
bility of the breeder or his agent to “police”
his rights - the involvement of the Plant
Varieties Office becomes minimal. To ensure
that royalties are paid on all seed sales, the
breeder or agent will normally attempt to keep
track of sales using a system of merchant-
farmer contracts.

Some farmers have voiced the feeling that
the breeders and merchants who receive the
royalties are benefiting from Plant Selectors’
Rights but the farmers are missing out; further-
more, influenced by commercial promotion,
farmers may be persuaded into buying higher-
priced seed of a protected cultivar which may
perform no better than unprotected cultivars.

1 wou ld  l i ke  t o  comment  on  th i s  because
it raises an important point. It is true that a
grant of Rights does not necessarily mean that
the protected cultivar is superior, agronomically
or otherwise. The grant guarantees only that it
is novel, distinct, uniform and stable. 1 would
hope that the protected cultivar would be
superior, and that this would compensate or
more for the higher cost of the seed.
1 would suggest that the advent of
P l a n t  Selectors’  Rights highlights the far-
177U’S need  of expert impartial advic::
on what is the best cultivar for sowing on his
farm. The best may or may not be protected.
Although some information on herbage  species
is available from the Acceptable Cultivar Test-
ing Scheme and the N.Z. Bulletin of Cultivars,
these sources are not of much immediate help
to the farmer making an on-the-spot decision
as to which crop or herbage  to sow. A Recom-
mended List would provide the assistance and
would complement the Plant Selectors’ Rights
scheme.
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FUTURE GROWTH IN PLANT SELECTORS’
RIGHTS

There is currently greatest pressure for extend-
ing protection next to some fruit and ornamen-

The current expansion programme will keep
Plant Varieties Office staff fully engaged for

tat genera. Of the herbage  genera, expansion,

some time during which it will not be possible
when staffing and finance permit, could in-

to contemplate further expansion.
elude amenity perennial ryegrasses, cocksfoot

Once extra finance and extra staff are pro- ( flucfylis  glomerata L.) , amenity Agrostis

vided, further expansion can be contemplated. species and Yorkshire fog (Molcus  lanatus L.) .

-


